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Grant Thornton’s Sheffield Team Learns Business Chinese 

 

 

Having welcomed in the Chinese New Year, the ‘dragons’ at business advisers Grant Thornton have 

gone a step further with six of the team in Sheffield learning to speak Mandarin Chinese for 

business. 

The Grant Thornton team comprising Paul Houghton, Claire Davis, Kim Dennis, Jamie Preston, Katie 

Ventrella and Ian Robinson has undertaken a ten week course run by Sheffield City Council’s 

International Business Communication and Creative Sheffield.   

The lessons began in January and aim to widen knowledge of the language and culture, covering 

topics such as business customs in China, greetings and job roles and titles.  Other firms taking part 

in the course which is being held at Grant Thornton’s offices in Broadfield Court, include Nabarro 

LLP, Talking Heads, Withers Rogers and Big Consultant. 

“As an international organization, we already have clients with Chinese operations as well as Chinese 

colleagues with whom we’re in frequent contact and we expect our contact with China to continue 

to grow as trade with the UK increases,” explains Claire Davis, associate director in corporate finance 

at Grant Thornton in Sheffield.  “Knowing that the Chinese really appreciate efforts to converse with 

them in their own language, we felt it was worth taking the time and effort to learn some of the 

basics to demonstrate our commitment to working with them. 

“The course has been fascinating so far and it’s also been a great opportunity to bring together 

clients and other professionals with Chinese connections.” 
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Discussions are also underway between Grant Thornton’s offices in Sheffield and Chengdu to 

formalise a link between the two offices given that the towns of Sheffield and Chengdu are twinned. 

Grant Thornton benefits from excellent global reach through its membership of Grant Thornton 

International which has member firms in more than 100 countries, all of whom are committed to the 

same high quality service to clients wherever they do business.  Grant Thornton’s Sheffield team 

includes local and international tax specialists with expertise in supporting businesses considering 

expanding internationally or overseas companies trading in the UK. 

- Ends – 

Picture shows: Paul Houghton of Grant Thornton and Chinese tutor Jinping Xie with the other 

‘students’ learning Mandarin Chinese for business 

 

Notes to editors:  

Grant Thornton UK LLP is a leading business and financial adviser with offices in 27 locations 

nationwide. We are a member firm within Grant Thornton International Ltd, one of the world's 

leading international organisations of independently owned and managed accounting and consulting 

firms. Clients of member and correspondent firms can access the knowledge and experience of 

2,600 partners and 30,000 employees in over 100 countries and consistently receive a distinctive, 

high quality and personalised service wherever they choose to do business. 

 


